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About This Game

Falling Bullets - Start your adventure in the tank, which you can defeat tens, hundreds and even thousands of players. The
gameplay focuses on rivalry in armored battles between players from around the world in PvP interactions. Falling Bullets are

preserved in a cartoon and friendly atmosphere.

Key Features:

- Very good looking maps

- Addictive gameplay

- Multiplayer mode

- No pay2win (I too hate that)

- Early Access

- English language support

Mode List
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- Deathmatch

- Team Elimination

Come back for more soldiers, because we win the war! Woo-hoo!
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The soundtrack is awesome. It really puts you in a zen state of mind. Play this while drinking some tea late at night or early in
the morning.. Shion ♥♥ ; - )
不幸とは、心が作り出す邪神である。
Perhaps the misfortune is but an ominous spirit that resides our heart.

富はその邪神を倒す武器であり、
And the prosperity is the arm to defeat it;
夢は邪神から身を守る防具である。
And the dream is the armour to protect against it.

疫病神も貧乏神も、
The gods of Pestilence and Poverty
貴方のすぐ近くに居るかも知れない。
might as well creep around you furtively.

でも案ずることはない。
Yet worry not,

夢の暴走に打ち勝った貴方は、
For you who had triumphed abreast the rampant dreams,
不幸になる道理なんてないのだから。
there would not have any reason to be unfortunate.. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. Endlessly, Dubiously scanning the "Under 2 dollars" games list with the pitiful
toppence in my steam wallt when I spy this game.. The store page didn't look like much, But the reviews mostly pointed to a
hilarious experience so I take a chance and buy this game..

 Upon getting past the settings interface doubtingly setting the graphics to 'fantastic' in a tongue-in-cheek sort of manner I play
my first round.. Couldn't figure out how to move my guys and noticed the AI bots cheat on easy (Using SHIFT to spin around).
Finally learn to move ONE set of guys, Lost 7-0.

 Second match, Managed to figure out how to switch to my other team of guys using the number keys.. Figure out how to use
SHIFT correctly, Win 9-4.

 Third round after buying some novelty stuff with my pitiful winnings, Found out I can get all four of my guys AND the goaler
to shove the entire opposing team, AND their ball down the field. After a furious struggle of tug-of-war we pushed everyone
AND the ball in the goal and won 8-3.

 Prognosis: Best one dollar I ever spent.

 My only complaints are the backround sound loops badly (Needs to be cut seamless) and has random disjointed voices of
people talking. Likely recorded, And the lack of some method of making your own parts shirts or heads, And no online
multiplayer. Despite the few flaws though and an 'unpolished' feel that some more serious gamers might avoid this is hilarious
fun, Especially if you take the time to set up keyboard\/joypad or joypad\/joypad local play.

9\/10. Looking forward to the PS4 mega HD director's cut limited edition preorder collectible metal tin-and-biscuit remake.

. Pros:
-This game is one of the easiest games to %100
-It doesn't take much to run it
-One of the best maze games on steam
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-CHEAP!

Cons:
-Stick to walls (sometimes)
-Levels arent as hard as you assume
-Could be more levels

All in all, worth the money and time.. Please stay away from Friday Harbor. Steams auto install is buggy, they will not respond
when you ask how fix the fact that the software is incomplete. The control panel that user guide describes is not present. I have
lots of FTX add-ons and have had no problems. I spent hours trying to get this to work correctly and when I ask for a refund
they said I had used it too long. Please wait for FTX release.. Update puts back censorship. Still a fun quick simple game.
Updated patch to uncensor:

New patch is located here dated Apr 30, 2019 It is patch 5.
https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/1sJx1LMPi-0uTODtVaJXmCf0HVXU_wHj7

Watch the video, it's in Chinese, but easy to follow.
. When I set about looking for Myst-like games for a video all about Myst-likes, a friend recommended this one to me among
others, calling the most Myst-like one he's seen. Well, it's got the look going for it, but that's about it. My time in Rhem was
spent going in circles thanks to maze-like world design and maps that don't help at all. Most of the puzzles weren't much better,
the majority of them involving valves and pipes that are just as twisty as Rhem itself. I can't recommend this one.

For more, check out my mini-review here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/9eHc4z_RHI4

For more reviews, as well as Let's Plays and livestreams, find Gemini Does Games on YouTube, Twitch and Patreon!. Well...
There is no Main Menu, game takes about 5-10 minutes to complete (including getting all 5 acheviements), same song loops
over and over again, game does not have a traditional sudoku 9 x 9 Grid, very minimalistic interface. I'll let you be the judge of
whether or not you think this is worth paying money for.... Best Character in the game? Check.

Best Lines in the game? Check.

Best Teleport Animation in the game? Check.

Best skin idea in the game? Check, check and check.
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Low quality than PS4 but more expensive... Great!! *sign*
. Its a game by Bujak. I know Bujak personally. #fame. Strain Tactics is a great game in its own right. It's also the best
alternative I've found (And I LOOKED !) for X-COM fans who might get periodically tired of the turn based action.

TL;DR : Great tactical game made by very cool devs.

To be fair, the gameplay feels more like halfway between X-COM and Door Kickers : while the first lets you turn your soldiers
into absolute god slayers, the latter is a SWAT sim that puts the emphasis on coordinating everyone's actions. Strain Tactics
allows you to mess around with extremely powerful classes of soldiers, weapons and even combat drones, BUT it will also
require you to keep an eye on all your units. As they constantly have to protect each other, heal each other and support each
other.

And by supporting each other, I mean preventing them from losing their mind or getting infected. Because, yes, contrary to most
games that make you fight infected monsters, the biohazard is real this time around ! Don't be too afraid, the panic system and
the risk of infection are something that can be annoying (before you understand how to deal with it), but it's only there to stop
you from being a mindless team leader who makes their unit run head first into the danger. Be caucious and you won't lose
anyone, be stupid and your whole team will get killed\/get infected\/kill each other in a matter of seconds.

This game has a very wide arsenal of weapons, gear, consumables and soldier classes (+ powerful air support) to pick from in
order to make your ultimate crew. If you take a look at the forums, every player has a favorite class and everyone thinks, at first,
that some class is useless. But it's only up to you to figure out the best loadout and team combination to make a class stand out.
Furthermore, I know a lot of players have had some frustrating moments with the game, but I can assure you that there's nothing
you can't overcome by being more familiar with its mechanics. The game isn't devoid of challenges, but it wasn't made for try-
hards either.

Last point but not least : The dev support is UNMATCHED. It's not only the first time I've seen devs listening to players this
seriously but also the first I've seen devs reacting this fast to players' requests. I've seen them respond to people right away about
a functionality that could be added then got an update, LESS THAN A WEEK later, implementing the said functionality.

I can only urge anyone who remotely enjoys tactical games to support these guys and keep an eye out for their next game.. I'm a
huge fan of Portal, Talos Principle, and Turing Test but I just didn't like this at all. The narrator drove me nuts and I simply
didn't like the mechanics of the game. It does have some nice imagery though.. Touhou 15 AND 15.5 in steam? Didn't hesitate
to give my cash to ZUN sensei and TasoFro. Totally well worth it for its price!

FYI, from the Touhou Wiki:

Spell Cards are powerful attacks, much like super moves in fighting games. There are two spell card gauges which represent the
Master's and Slave's spell cards and fill from left to right starting with the Master's. Declaring the spell cards and using the
Master's spell card can be done by pressing B and C simultaneously. To follow up and chain your Slave's spell card you must
press 6 (forward) and the Assist key during the time the Master's spell card is being used.

Last Word is the most powerful attack every character has. In order to use them, the spell gauge for both mater and slave must
be full, and the slave meter must be full. It can be activated by pressing the Assist and Special keys simultaneously.

v2.0 released:
Hello Soldier! Where are you going? Return to the battlefield! The war is not over.

A new Spring Wing map has been added in the update 2.0. Yeeeez this is the airport. But not just any airport. This is a spring
airport!
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